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On 14 February 2018 the Australian Government passed the Treasury Laws Amendment (Putting Consumers
First – Establishment of the Australian Financial Complaints Authority) Bill 2017 (AFCA Bill).
The AFCA Bill implements the Government's response to the Ramsay Review, which was the first comprehensive
and independent review of the financial services dispute resolution and complaints framework. Amongst other
things, the Ramsay Review recommended the establishment of a single external dispute resolution (EDR)
scheme for all financial complaints based on an industry ombudsman model.
The AFCA Bill amends the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act) and other financial services and credit
laws to introduce:



a new EDR framework known as the Australian Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA) which will replace
the Superannuation Complaints Tribunal, and two existing ASIC approved EDR schemes (the Financial
Ombudsman Service and the Credit and Investments Ombudsman)



an enhanced internal dispute resolution (IDR) framework.

The AFCA scheme is to apply to certain disputes relating to products and services provided by "financial firms"
required to be a member of an EDR scheme and will have higher monetary limits and compensation caps than its
predecessor schemes.

KEY OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE
CORPORATIONS ACT
Under the amended provisions of the Corporations Act and other financial services and credit laws, "financial
firms" will be required to:



become members of AFCA



ensure that their IDR system complies with regulatory requirements set by ASIC



report certain information regarding their IDR procedures and operations to ASIC in accordance with
ASIC requirements.

"Financial firms" is broadly defined to cover:



Australian financial services licensees
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unlicensed product issuers



unlicensed secondary sellers



Australian credit licensees and credit representatives



exempt special purpose funding entities



regulated superannuation funds (other than self-managed superannuation funds)



approved deposit funds



retirement savings account providers



annuity providers



life policy funds



Insurers

Some financial firms, including most credit representatives and exempt special purpose funding entities, must be
an AFCA member but do not have IDR obligations.
Under the amended Corporations Act, membership of AFCA must be open to every firm that is required to be a
member of an authorised EDR scheme. AFCA may also accept as members firms who are not required to join
AFCA as a licensing requirement. This includes firms exempt from holding an Australian financial services
licence, such as an eligible fintech business pursuant to ASIC's regulatory sandbox framework. AFCA members
will be contractually bound to comply with AFCA's operating rules.
The Revised Explanatory Memorandum to the AFCA Bill provides that the new EDR framework and IDR reporting
requirements will assist ASIC with "monitoring trends, identifying emerging issues and determining regulatory
priorities in the dispute resolution system." ASIC will be able to publish the IDR information it obtains, including
firm specific data. This is intended to improve transparency regarding performance of financial firms to
consumers.

ASIC'S ROLE IN RELATION TO AFCA
ASIC will have a range of powers and an enhanced oversight role in relation to AFCA. This includes approving
any material changes to the AFCA scheme.
ASIC's powers over AFCA include:



a specific directions power to increase limits on both the value of claims brought and remedies
determined as well as to ensure adequate funding of AFCA



a general directions power to ensure that AFCA complies with legislative and regulatory requirements
which may only be used by ASIC in certain circumstances and as a "last resort".

The amended Corporations Act will specifically require AFCA to report certain matters to ASIC (as well as APRA
and the Commissioner of Taxation as appropriate) in connection with a complaint, including:
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any serious contraventions of law that may have occurred



any systemic issues.

AFCA may also report any settled complaints that it thinks requires further investigation.
The Revised Explanatory Memorandum confirms that while ASIC will have an enhanced supervisory role in
relation to AFCA, ASIC will not play a role in individual complaints handling or AFCA's decision making processes
and AFCA will remain independent and responsible for management of disputes.

NATURE OF AFCA DECISIONS
AFCA decisions in relation to non-superannuation complaints will not be binding unless the consumer accepts the
determination and waives the excess of their claim (if any) above the applicable compensation cap. Consumers
retain a legal right to reject an AFCA determination and to take their complaint to court.
While AFCA decisions in relation to superannuation complaints will be binding on financial firms and consumers,
all parties will be able to appeal to the Federal Court on a question of law.

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS AND NEXT STEPS FOR FINANCIAL FIRMS
A number of steps still need to take place before AFCA commences. This includes Ministerial authorisation of
AFCA and consultation on AFCA's terms of reference.
On 5 March 2018, ASIC released Consultation Paper 298 Oversight of the Australian Financial Complaints
Authority: Update to RG 139 (Consultation Paper) seeking feedback on a number of aspects of its oversight role
of the new EDR statutory framework. This includes the obligation on AFCA to report certain matters relating to
disputes to ASIC, APRA and the Commissioner of Taxation, the role of the independent assessor to review
complaints about service issues in AFCA's dispute handling and the need for transitional relief from EDR
disclosure obligations.
Under the Corporations Act, financial firms have obligations to include information about the applicable dispute
resolution system covering holders of a product as well as how that system may be accessed in disclosure
documents including Financial Services Guides, Product Disclosure Statements, Short-Form PDSs, and periodic
and exit statements for superannuation products.
ASIC has indicated in the Consultation Paper that disclosures and communications referring to a predecessor
EDR scheme will need to be updated to refer to AFCA by the time AFCA commences. The Australian
Government has announced that AFCA will start accepting complaints no later than 1 November 2018.
ASIC considers that the transition period to the commencement of AFCA (by no later than 1 November 2018) is
likely to be sufficient to enable financial firms to satisfy their disclosure obligations. However ASIC is seeking
feedback as to whether this is a sufficient timeframe for financial firms to update all of their legal disclosures and
whether transitional relief from EDR disclosure obligations should be provided in the lead up to AFCA
commencement.
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This requirement should be monitored by financial firms as without any transitional relief, they will be required to
update their disclosure documents by 1 November 2018. Submissions on the Consultation Paper close 6 April
2018.
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This publication/newsletter is for informational purposes and does not contain or convey legal advice. The
information herein should not be used or relied upon in regard to any particular facts or circumstances without first
consulting a lawyer. Any views expressed herein are those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the law
firm's clients.
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